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n CIAT has once again pushed back the established 
standards by offering increasingly innovative products in 
terms of environmental protection, while ensuring the user 
remains the highest priority.

n Combining energy efficiency, comfort and indoor air 
quality, COADIS LINE is the all-in-one solution designed 
to meet the heating and cooling requirements of tertiary 
buildings, while offering users maximum comfort. 

n An active, variable-speed comfort unit offering high 
energy efficiency (HEE system), it allows the indoor 
temperature to be autonomously and independently 
adapted over very short periods to ensure the comfort of 
occupants.

n The EPURE function (air purification system) ensures 
an exceptionally high quality of indoor air by maintaining 
the concentration of PM 2.5 particles below the threshold 
recommended by the WHO (10µg/m3). 

n Thanks to its single casing, the COADIS LINE can be 
fitted with 180° and 360° diffusion in order to suit different 
building layouts (FLEXIWAY concept). 

n The COANDA effect diffusion has been redesigned and 
optimised in accordance with standard NF EN ISO 7730, 
guaranteeing optimal management of thermal phenomena 
which create discomfort. In addition, the COADIS LINE 
eliminates the sensation of draughts that can occur with 
sweeping diffusion systems or those supplying air directly 
to the occupants. 

n The innovative casing of the COADIS LINE - an  
eco-designed product which is 90% recyclable - reduces 
its environmental impact throughout the duration of its 
life cycle. 

COADIS LINE 

the new generation 
of water loop  
cassette comfort units,  
for installation in suspended ceilings

Coadis Line, innovation ahead of its time...

VISUAL 180°

VISUAL 360°
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innovative design

n  New-generation casing combining high-density PSE integrating 
combined thermal and acoustic functionalities, ABS PC and a ribbed 
galvanised steel base panel to stiffen the assembly.

n  Single-size casing for all unit sizes with base adapted to 600 x 600 mm 
suspended ceiling framework. 

n  Hydraulic, air and electrical connections on the same side for easier 
mounting, access and maintenance. 

n  Hygienic fresh air supply with 100 mm sleeve integrated directly in the 
casing with removable plug.

operating range 

range 

n Range of cooling capacities from 1 kW to 6 kW 

n Range of heating capacities from 2 kW to 10 kW

The range of Coadis Line 600 cassettes features 7 sizes covering flow rates from 250 to 770 m3/h, and meeting the most 
stringent sound level requirements.

→ 2 diffusion models 

n Visual 180°: Coanda effect diffuser across 180°

n Visual 360°: Coanda effect diffuser across 360°

→ Coadis line is available as: 

n A 2-tube system, with heating or cooling mode

n A 2-tube + 2-wire system, with heating + cooling/cooling + electric mode.

n A 4-tube system, with heating and cooling mode

greater Comfort 
n Improved sound level.

n  Coanda effect diffusion optimised via numerical modelling in our Innovation and Research Centre for optimal management of 
thermal phenomena which cause discomfort and draughts. 

CompLianCe with energy Conservation reQuirements 
n Exchanger coils specially developed to meet the requirements of low energy buildings. 

n  Exchanger coils optimised to reduce costs and consumption associated with other components in the installation.

n HEE motor (high energy efficiency) using Brushless technology

n  Reduced-power electric heaters to better meet the requirements
of new buildings. 
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advantages

Raw materials
n Weight reduced by 30% and volume by 21% thanks to compact, carefully designed architecture.

n Use of easily-recyclable materials (PSE and ABS) 

Transport
n  Raw materials suppliers chosen from within a 100 km radius of our manufacturing plant and optimised packaging   

enabling a reduction of 50% in the shipped volume (reduced CO2 emissions)

Recycling and demountability 
n Products 90% recyclable.

n  Total material separability (no rivets) and 40% reduction in the number of mountings for efficient  
processing by recycling companies.




n Uses an ecological and long-lasting energy transfer fluid.

n Individual adaptation of the indoor temperature.

n Reactivity of the system. 

n Extensive capacity range.

n  Diffusion by Coanda effect across 180° or 360° for comprehensive coverage, and perfect control of thermal phenomena which 
cause discomfort.

n Acoustic comfort. 

n Optimum indoor air quality thanks to the EPURE function.

n Energy optimisation: 

 High Energy Efficiency motor

 Epure filter.

 Optimised hydraulic coil.

n Modularity for indoor spaces. (Flexiway)

n Gravity condensate drainage avoiding the need for a drain pump.

n Modern, elegant design to ensure perfect integration.

n Environmentally-responsible product.

eCo-design
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greater Comfort 
To ensure perfect visual integration within your building, the FLEXIWAY concept offers two Coanda effect single-vent diffusion 
systems (Visual 180° and 360°), interchangeable on site, suitable for partitioned offices and open plan spaces. 

Designed in close collaboration with both architects and designers, each interface, in RAL 9010 white painted steel, is sized to 
integrate perfectly into suspended ceiling tiles.

FLEXIWAY 
provides more flexibility when altering the partitioning of indoor spaces so as to limit the cost of interventions; can be adapted to suit 
the new configuration perfectly (offices or open plan spaces) without having to replace the comfort unit. Based on a casing with a 
single format, Flexiway means that units already in place can be quickly switched for Visual 180° and 360° diffusers without any 
tools. If the site to be altered only has a single diffuser model, it is possible to order the model of your choice which is supplied 
separately in its protective packaging.

Visual 180° solution

Visual 360° solution

Perfect for new buildings, harmonising enclosed and open plan spaces. The Visual 180° solution is particularly suited to 
partitioned premises of between 10 and 20 m3 with the unit positioned at the edge of the room; the Visual 360° solution is ideal 
for open plan areas with the unit positioned centrally.

The diffusion panels, which are delivered individually packaged, allow the unit to be installed easily without the risk of damaging 
or soiling the visible part.

Single casing
Interchangeable diffuser

Single casing
Interchangeable diffuser
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funCtion

The air we breathe is full of fine particles which enter the 
respiratory system in varying degrees. 

The EPURE function (air purification system) exceeds the 
WHO's recommendations on particle removal, reducing 
PM2.5 particulates to below 10 µg/m3 in less than an 
hour. This is equivalent to a reduction of 50% to 90% in 
particulate matter.

Epure is the combination of all the components that make 
up the COADIS Line: 

n  A protected stream of air that is free of particulates 
present in suspended ceilings,

n  Optimised air diffusion over 180° or 360° using the Coanda effect and a suitable mixing rate to ensure uniform treatment  
of the room,

n Very high-efficiency local room-by-room filtration of PM2.5 particulates.

n Filtering surface x10
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easy to instaLL and operate 

COADIS LINE has been designed to facilitate installation and reduce on-site interventions:

n Fitting template included with each unit to allow the ceiling anchoring points to be quickly identified.

n Weighted and sized to allow easy handling and positioning. 

n Mounting brackets fitted with anti-slip system to hold threaded rods during attachment and levelling.

n Technical panel with all connections (electrical, air and hydraulic) on one face.

n Hygienic fresh air supply sleeve with plug integrated directly in the casing (no installation necessary).

n  Large electrical box with single closure point containing all the controller kits (quick fit plate with prewired electrical bundle) in 
the CIAT range.

n  Internal components can be accessed without the need to remove the suspended ceiling tiles, via the quick-release filter door 
grille mounted on retaining hinges for greater freedom of movement during interventions.
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Range Size Motor Condensate pump Valve(s) Control Extension Suspended ceiling frame
CDL 632 Te B PM VM V3000 REH CAD

SP suspended ceiling frame 
(if not assembled = no info in the morpho code)

CAD Frame assembled

Extension: (if not assembled no 
info in the morpho code)

REH Extension assembled

CDL Coadis Line

Drain pump: (if not assembled no info in the 
morpho code)

PM Condensate drain pump assembled

Valve(s): (if not assembled no info 
in the morpho code)

VM Standard CIAT valve assembled
VSP Special valve assembled

Motor

S Standard single-phase 5-speed 
motor

B HEE brushless motor

Size

6 Casing size
3 Number of rows per coil 1, 2 or 3

2TE Heating applications
- 2T: 2-tube
- 2TE: 2-tube + Electric
- 4T: 4-tube

Control: (if not assembled  
no info in the morpho code)

V200 V200 controller assembled
V300 V300 controller assembled

V3000 V3000 controller assembled
VLON VLON controller assembled

REG SP Special controller assembled
(provided by CIAT or by the 
customer)
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Return/supply interface 
VISUAL interfaces: Coanda effect diffusion via a single 
narrow opening vent and specific internal profile.  
2 models available: Visual 180°or 360°,
RAL 9010 painted steel which fits perfectly within the dimen-
sions of a standard 600 mm tile via the inside of the suspended 
ceiling.
Micro-perforated hinge-mounted metal return air grille with 
housing for EPURE function filter, opens fully without tools.
PSE insulation, M1 fire resistance with very low heat transfer 
coefficient.

Water coil (2- or 4-tube system) 
- 1 hot water or cold water circuit (2-tube system) 
- 1 hot water + 1 cold water circuit (4-tube system)
- One-piece coupling (40mm centre distance) with rotating 
female couplings with integrated flat face and seals, for 
easy fitting of control valves.

-  One, two or three row circular coil with low pressure drop.
-   Copper tube, continuous aluminium fins (1.6 mm spacing)
Bleeding and draining

- Nominal pressure of 16 bar (at 20°C)

- Test pressure 24 bar

- Max hot water inlet temperature:
- 4-tube application: 80°C 
- 2-tube application: 70°C
- 2-tube/2-wire application: 55°C (min air flow rate: 200m3/h)
Min cold water inlet temperature: 6°C

Electric heater (2-tube and electric 
system) 
230/1/50 single-tube electrical elements inserted into the alu-
minium housing.
2 capillary tube temperature limiters with manual and automatic 
reset, inserted into the aluminium housing and easily acces-
sible via the return/diffusion interface without the need to open 
the suspended ceiling.
Heater supply connected to the terminal block inside the elec-
trics box.
Option of deactivating a heater on site by removing a shunt 
from the terminal block, to reduce the electrical power.

Condensate drain pan 
Single unit main pan in high-density sealed PSE for use 
in all climates, naturally sloped and removable from below 
without the need to open the suspended ceiling.
M1 fire resistance
ABS PC auxiliary pan with no water retention provided as an 
accessory for the recovery of condensates from the valves and 
from the main pan. 

Gravity drain: height 70mm. 
Drainage bushing: external Ø 15 to 20 mm.
Adjustable air return opening fixed to the main condensate 
drain pan.
 

Fan motor assembly 

n HEE motor
High energy efficiency motor enabling a reduction of up to 
80% in electricity consumption.
Brushless BLAC (Brushless Alternate Current) technology 
offering more linear torque progression and a lower
operating sound level compared to BLDC (Brushless Direct 
Current) technology.
Control via 0-10V control signal or 3-speed on/off. Automatic 
heat protection with serial opening on the
coil (with alarm feedback possible via Konnex protocol 
communication bus). 230V/1/50 or 60Hz supply 
Mounted on rubber mounts.

Or 

n Asynchronous motor
5 cabled speeds connected and available at the terminal for 
customised adjustment. Sealed with protected shaft Permanent 
capacitor
Automatic heat protection with serial opening Power supply 
230V/1/50 or 60Hz
Mounted on rubber mounts.

n Fan(s) 
Balanced centrifugal impeller (Ø 282mm) with airfoil blades.
Polymer impeller.
Single-point mounting system with foolproofing device.

Air filter 
Epure function for superior indoor air quality. 
A protected air stream which prevents particles being drawn 
into suspended ceilings.
Uniform treatment of the room thanks to optimised diffusion 
over 180° or 360° using the Coanda effect. 
Suitable mixing rate.
Local filtration by high efficiency filter medium effective on fine 
particles up to 2.5 microns.
Filter area 10 times greater than the intake grille surface.

No discharge from the filter during replacement thanks to the 
folded filter medium with heat-sealed lateral inserts to make it 
more rigid.

Improved service life compared to a conventional flat filter, 
thanks to its high retention capacity.
Low energy impact.
M1 fire rating
No release of glass fibres.
100% incinerable at end of life.

desCription
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Base 
Single casing and reduced size for all unit sizes, fits in place of a 
600x600 mm suspended ceiling tile.
Reduced weight compared to the previous generation Cassette.
Ribbed galvanised steel motor support base panel, 10/10th thick.
High-density PSE casing integrating thermal and acoustic 
functionalities. 15mm thick for the base and 25mm to 30mm thick 
for the vertical walls which form the casing. 
Low emission of TVOCs and no halogenated compounds.
Reinforcing ABS angle bars fitted in the corners and equipped 
with open galvanised steel mounting brackets with check valve 
for fitting threaded rods.

M1 fire rating. 
Hydraulic, air and electrical connections on the same side of the 
technical panel at the rear of the unit providing a single access 
point.
Finish frame in RAL 9010 galvanised steel, 8/10th thick, housing 
the diffusion interface. 
Centring of the unit between the suspended ceiling profiles using 
anti-vibration elastomer mounts fitted on the finish frame.

ABS electrics box with generous dimensions, with a hinge to 
keep it open and screw closure.
Protection rating IP20.

Terminal block on DIN rail in accordance with EN 50022, depth 
7.5 mm
Junction block located with tension clamp. Cross section 0.5 to 
2.5 mm² - Max current: 24A – Shock resistance: 8 kV.

Standard wiring diagram without 
control 
2-tube and 4-tube application: 7301674 
2-tube + electric application: 7301675

Fresh air supply sleeve
Ø100 mm fresh air supply connection sleeve integrated in the 
casing with removable plug.

SECURING THE DEVICE 
Open mounting brackets, factory-fitted, made from galvanised 
steel, 15/10th thick, with check valve for securing the threaded 
rods during fitting and levelling.

PACKAGING/
Strapped cardboard crate for the casing.
Fitting template and direction of assembly printed on the box.
Visual return/supply air interface delivered separately in its own 
protective cardboard packaging.
Delivered on a plastic-wrapped pallet.

Accessories available as an option 
(delivered separately)
Anti-vibration resilient mounts on the mounting brackets.
Self-regulating conditioned fresh air inlet module (3 flow rates 
adjustable using a set of shims).
Ø 100-125 mm sleeve adapter

Condensate drain pump kit:
Condensate drain pump with high safety device.
Operating limit:
-  Maximum flow of 7 l/h for a pumping height of 1 metre and a 

maximum pipe length of 5 metres.
-  Maximum flow of 6 l/h for a pumping height of 1 metre and a 

maximum pipe length of 10 metres.
For higher drain heights, please contact us.
Draining: Ø 6 mm int. flexible tube, Ø 8 mm end piece. This 
accessory must always be used with a valve control device, to 
ensure valve control of the high safety device when the valve is 
closed (closure of the condensate drains).

Qv (l/h) = Total P - Sensible P (W)/680
230V thermo valve kit.
Prewired controller kit mounted on the plate.
80 mm riser kit for gravity drainage without condensate drain 
pump.
Finish counter frame kit for 675 mm suspended ceiling tile.

Controls
- RTR-E electromechanical thermostat range
- V30 electronic range
- V200 electronic range
- Networked electronic range (KNX) V3000
- Networked electronic range (LON) V-LON

eLeCtriCaL ConneCtion
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dimensions
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positioning

VISUAL 180°

VISUAL 360°

Weight (kg)
Coadis Line 600 Diffuser Total

612 15

3.5

18.5
622 16.5 20
632 18 21.5
624 17 20.5
634 18.5 22
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The air handling box is fitted inside the suspended ceiling at the edge of the room with the air discharge opposite windows and the 
electrics box facing the interior of the building for models with a Visual 180°return/diffusion panel. For Visual 360° models, position 
the box in the centre of the room with the electrics box facing the interior of the building. Leave a minimum space of 600mm at the 
rear of the unit to allow access to all of the air, electrical and hydraulic connections.

The Coadis Line must be suspended from the ceiling using 4 threaded rods either 6 mm or 8 mm in diameter (not supplied), which 
are fixed to the unit's 4 support brackets using antivibration resilient mounts or a nut/washer assembly positioned on either side 
of the mounting bracket.

overview

Resilient 
mount

Attached using 4 threaded 
rods (6mm or 8mm)

Nut/washer 
assembly 
placed either side of 
mounting bracket

Support brackets (x4)
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VISUAL Coanda effect diffuser: 

The peripheral single vent with narrow opening and specific 
internal profile increase the initial speed of the air at the 
diffuser outlet. Thanks to its increased speed, the moving 
jet of air causes a depression which allows it to remain 
close to the ceiling, (no direct air supply to the occupant) 
which is combined with an induction phenomenon which 
captures the ambient air and reinjects it into the air 
stream. The mixing rate, the reach and coverage of the 
jet are thereby improved, limiting the thermal phenomena 
which cause discomfort in the occupied space. (residual 
air velocity, asymmetric temperatures, radiation caused 
by the walls, etc.)

the Coanda effeCt

Fixing the unit
2 options

Recommended max fresh air fl ow 90 m3/h

fresh air inLet CoLLar

R
et

ur
n

Condensate pan

Lower panel insulation

PS
E 

ca
si

ng

Tile

Supply air

Induction

Filter housing/return air grille

COANDA effect

Air quality controlR+ pack Fresh 
air control
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Valve and motor assembly (24V or 230V)

n  Heating/cooling assembly for 3-point valves and motors

n  Heating/cooling assembly for thermo valves and motors

hydrauLiC ConneCtions with vaLve assembLy

2-way valve

2-way valve

4-way valve

4-way valve
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Output
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Input

Input

Input

Input
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O-ring

O-ring

O-ring

Output
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Coil capacity (L)

Diameters of coupling outlets

Output coupling type: flat face swivel nuts with a female thread
Valve output coupling type: male threaded couplings

Condensate drain pump

Coadis Line 600 612 622 622E 632 632E 624 634
2-tube coil 0.407 0.796 0.608 1.212 1.017
4-tube coil Cold water coil 0.608 1.017

Hot water coil 0.231 0.237

Coadis Line 600 612 622 624 632 634
2-tube system G1/2" G1/2" G1/2" G1/2" G1/2"
4-tube system Cold water coil G1/2" G1/2" G1/2" G1/2" G1/2"

Hot water coil G1/2" G1/2" G1/2" G1/2" G1/2"

The pressure drops 
defined in this table 
are calculated using 

6mm int flexible 
piping

Discharge 
height

Total pipe length

5 m 
SI1082
(in l/h)

10 m
SI1082
(in l/h)

20 m
SI1082
(in l/h)

30 m
SI1082
(in l/h)

1 m 6,8 6,3 5,3 4,3
2 m 5,5 5,0 4,1 3,2
3 m 4,2 3,8 3,0 2,5
4 m 3,0 2,6 2,2 2,0
5 m 2,2 2,0 1,8 1,5
6 m 1,4 1,2 1,0

Electrical supply 230 V ~ 50/60 Hz - 10 W
Maximum flow rate 8 l/h

Maximum discharge height 6 m
Sound level as per EN ISO 3744

(Measurements made at the LNE metrology lab, 
pump in water, outside of application)

21.5 dBA at 1 m

Sound level during application
(Measurements made in the Sauermann acoustic 

lab, pump in water)
< 28 dBA at 1 m

Detection levels on = 18 mm, off = 12 mm, alarm = 21 mm
Alarm contact NF 8 A resistive - 250 V

Heat protection (overheating) 90°C
Protection IP54

Safety standard CE 
RoHS Directive Compliant
DEEE Directive Compliant

Pump dimensions L66 x W44 x H77 mm
Weight (with packaging) Approx 475 g

Dimensions of the outside packaging 25 pieces

teChniCaL data
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Motor electrical specifications

Device data plate

The data plate contains all the information required to identify the unit and its configuration. This plate is positioned on the technical 
face containing all the connections, above the fresh air inlet.

-1- Code
-2- Serial number 
-3- Unit designation 
-4- Rated motor output
-5- Motor rotation speed
-6- Coil type
-7- Wiring diagram reference
-8- Motor speed wiring 
-9- Maximum service pressure
-10- Electric heater specifi cations (if fi tted)

Coadis Line Motor code
AC Asynchronous Motor HEE Brushless Motor

612 622 - 624 632 -634 612 622 - 624 632 -634

Input power 
(W)

V5 70 70 101 38 38 56

V4 45 45 77 17 17 38

V3 41 41 56 12 12 21

V2 38 38 47 8 8 15

V1 34 34 40 5 5 11

Input 
current (A)

V5 0.30 0.30 0.32 0.18 0.18 0.40

V4 0.20 0.20 0.29 0.09 0.09 0.28

V3 0.19 0.19 0.24 0.07 0.07 0.17

V2 0.18 0.18 0.22 0.04 0.04 0.13

V1 0.16 0.16 0.21 0.02 0.02 0.10

1 2
3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10
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Operating speed selection

n ASYNCHRONOUS motor 
All speeds are connected and wired to the terminal.

The customer must cable the speeds for the thermostat at 
the top of the terminal block between V1 and V5

n HEE motor
Choice of operating speeds 
As per the maintenance instructions N11-47

Detail of electronic commutation unit

- speed

+ speed

PE
PE
Ph
Ph
N

M

N
N
1 - Vite

+ Vite

V1
V2

V3

V4

V5

2
3
4
5
6

230/1/50

L

XB

PE PE

HEE

LS
DFS 0-10V

+- - + MS HS N L

BOITIER H.E.E

PhPh Ph N N N N C C V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 6 7

N

Note: Fan control 
if 3-speed on/off 
control.

Note: Fan control if 
0-10V control. 

Polarised 0-10V signal
Motor fault (V3000 only)

Phase/Neutral
3-speed on/off

PC socket 

H.E.E UNIT
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Coadis Line Motor 
code

Air flow rate
m3/h

2-tube and 4-tube systems
Comfort level 
(ISO or NR)

Average increase of air temperature 
(in K)

Auxiliary electric heater 230/1/50Cooling power (W) Heating 
capacity (W)

Total Sensible 2R

612

V5 610 2 130 1 970 3 020 42
V4 440 1 720 1 570 2 420 32
V3 380 1 550 1 410 2 190 29
V2 310 1 380 1 230 1 930 25
V1 235 1 190 1 040 1 650 19

622

V5 590 3 440 2 790 4 380 42
V4 420 2 610 2 040 3 290 34
V3 360 2 290 1 770 2 880 30
V2 290 1 960 1 470 2 430 25
V1 215 1 580 1 150 1 960 18

622E

V5 590 2 570 2 320 3 560 42

900 W 
(2R)

4.5
V4 420 2 060 1 810 2 840 34 6.4
V3 360 1 880 1 590 2 560 30 7.4
V2 290 1 640 1 340 2 250 25 9.2
V1 215 1 420 1 090 1 900 18 12.4

624

V5 590 2 570 2 320 3 430 42
V4 420 2 060 1 810 2 830 34
V3 360 1 880 1 600 2 600 30
V2 290 1 640 1 350 2 340 25
V1 215 1 420 1 090 2 040 18

632

V5 775 5 090 3 870 5 940 44
V4 660 4 390 3 310 5 100 40
V3 525 3 560 2 650 4 120 34
V2 460 3 160 2 340 3 640 30
V1 405 2 850 2 080 3 260 27

632E

V5 775 4 320 3 480 5 590 44

1200 W (2R)

4.6
V4 660 3 760 3 000 4 840 40 5.4
V3 525 3 100 2 430 3 950 34 6.8
V2 460 2 790 2 160 3 520 30 7.7
V1 405 2 540 1 940 3 180 27 8.8

634

V5 775 4 320 3 490 3 860 44
V4 660 3 760 3 000 3 470 40
V3 525 3 100 2 440 3 010 34
V2 460 2 790 2 160 2 790 30
V1 405 2 540 1 950 2 610 27

performanCe

Operation, 2-tube system

Summer: cold water inlet 7/12°C, air 27°C WB 19°C
Winter: hot water inlet: 50°C for water flow rate identical to summer operation, air 20°C

Operation, 4-tube system

Summer: cold water inlet 7/12°C, air 27°C WB 19°C
Winter: hot water inlet 70/60°C, air 20°C
Comfort level: attenuation level of the space and installation: 12dB
* The values are given for information purposes, and may be changed at a later date.
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Codes

V
IS

U
A

L 
18

0°

Coil   →  2 heating or cooling tubes.

Motor type   → HEE MOTOR Asynchronous MOTOR

Size   → 612T-B 622T-B 632T-B 612T-S 622T-S 632T-S

Air handling casing Code 7309407 7309408 7309409 7309400 7309401 7309402
Diffusion interface 

VISUAL 180° EPURE filter Code 7320037

Coil   → 4 heating and cooling tubes

Motor type   → HEE motor 5-speed motor

Size   → 624T-B 634T-B 624T-S 634T-S

Air handling casing Code 7309410 7309411 7309403 7309404
Diffusion interface 

VISUAL 180° EPURE filter Code 7320037

Coil   → 2 heating or cooling tubes + Electric heater

Motor type   → HEE motor 5-speed motor

Heater   → 900W 1200W 900W 1200W

Size   → 622TE-B 632TE-B 622TE-S 632TE-S

Air handling casing Code 7309412 7309413 7309405 7309406
Diffusion interface 

VISUAL 180° EPURE filter Code 7320037

V
IS

U
A

L 
36

0°

Coil   → 2 heating and cooling tubes

Motor type  → HEE MOTOR Asynchronous MOTOR

Size   → 612T-B 622T-B 632T-B 612T-S 622T-S 632T-S

Air handling casing Code 7309407 7309408 7309409 7309400 7309401 7309402
Diffusion interface 

VISUAL 360° EPURE filter Code 7320038

Coil   → 4 heating/cooling tubes.
Motor type  → HEE MOTOR STANDARD MOTOR

Size   → 624T-B 634T-B 624T-S 634T-S

Air handling casing Code 7309410 7309411 7309403 7309404
Diffusion interface 

VISUAL 360° EPURE filter Code 7320038

Coil   → 2 heating or cooling tubes + Electric heater

Motor type  → HEE MOTOR STANDARD MOTOR

Heater   → 900W 1200W 900W 1200W

Size   → 622TE-B 632TE-B 622TE-S 632TE-S

Air handling casing Code 7309412 7309413 7309405 7309406
Diffusion interface 

VISUAL 360° EPURE filter Code 7320038

Devices in stock
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Optional accessories (supplied separately)

Factory-fitted optional accessories (from 20 units, all sizes).

1) Fresh air inlet on device
2) Ø100 / Ø125mm adapter
3) Air flow rate controller kit (60/75/90 m3/h)
4) Air flow rate controller kit (15/30/45 m3/h)

Description

Factory-fitted condensate drain pump (Qty>20) Code E046512
Factory-fitted extension (Qty>20) Code E046511

Factory-fitted 675x675 frame (Qty>20) Code E046513

Description

Condensate drain pump kit for model 6xx only Code 7301623
Resilient mount supplied separately (4 per device) Code 0219453

Extension kit Code 7301625

Self-adjustable module kit (diam. 100 mm)
15/30/45 m3/h Code 7320014
60/75/90 m3/h Code 7320015

AN adapter kit (Diam. 100/125 mm) Code 7320016
Frame kit for suspended ceiling (675x675) Code 7301619

HEE motor speed adjustable unit kit for 3-speed on/off control Code 7213179

2
3

1
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This document is not legally binding. As part of its policy for continual product improvement, CIAT reserves the right to make any technical modification it considers necessary without prior notice.

Registered address 
Avenue Jean Falconnier - B.P. 14
01350 - Culoz - France
Tel.: +33 (0)4 79 42 42 42
Fax: +33 (0)4 79 42 42 10
info@ciat.fr - www.ciat.com

Compagnie Industrielle d’Applications Thermiques - S.A. with a registered capital of 26,728,480 € - R.C.S. Bourg-en-Bresse B 545 620 114

CIAT Service
Tel.: 08 11 65 98 98 (0.15 €/min)
Fax: 08 26 10 13 63 (0.15 €/min)


